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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 

 

Who is Peter Joseph part 3: Charles Robinson

Anonymous uncover a dirty little secret of Peter Joseph Merolas, They claimed the video was made by Peter
Merola himself, and this appeared to have been a reasonable claim, this prompted Charles Robinson to reply
with some extra footage of his voice and him having a dialogue with Peter Merola. One major problem is the
guy is American who is talking, he does not have a UK accent at all, so is he a UK student in New York or is he
an American citizen lying about being English ?
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link: http://www.tudou.com/v/3uEMT6713dg/v.swf

So lets look at this as I have already discussed here:

Charles Robinson makes a you tube account and a website using the same creative commons and host sites as
his normal zeitgeist productions. He does this all within a few days of me releasing the who is Peter Joseph
blog which laid to rest who he was and his little lying hiding escapade. What is most curious about this was at
the time I was under the impression Peter had done it because Charles Robinson was never introduced or
mentioned anywhere on the zeitgeist forums. There was no advertisement anyone was” interviewing” peter, he
was never a member of the forum, Peter never mentioned it, and it was all personal details prior to me
releasing the blog.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110901121154/http://www.tudou.com/v/3uEMT6713dg/v.swf
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The duration of the time between the “interview” with himself  and Charles Robinson and me releasing the
blog, Peter kept quiet about his personal details always maintaining that he required anonymity and wanted no
one to know who he was. Though we are led to believe that all of a sudden on the release of his name this video
came out and he was all happy to let people know. But he didn’t make the call about it, he let a complete
stranger no one knows or has heard about do it instead ?

But the story looks strange when we see in the video above, when you were in New York and Charles was
supposed to be in England on February 14th, somehow the very same day when the video was uploaded and
completed and put online, There is a section where the screen grabs are of PJ logged into his own amazon
account on February 14th looking at a book, with the date showing when another book order is going to
arrive. This puts peter Joseph merola at home on his computer looking at his amazon account and taking a
screen grab of it for the whoispeterjoseph movie, there is no other possibility of this happening. Therefore the
very day the video is uploaded for people Peter Joseph Merola is adding final touches to its production. So he
most certainly has a hand in its production its editing and its content structure, so Peter no matter what he says
has helped make the video and get it completed even though he is not pjysically in the room with Charles doing
it.

After Charles responded it appears at least there is a person who made a video with him as you can see and
hear a dialogue, but at least in the video we can see that it was released as damage control for my first blog,
Charles even mentions it in the video. So at least we know he made his video under the same name as my blog
and posted it as quickly as possible to try and prevent any damage it may have done to Peters credibility.

For more information;

http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/who-is-peter-joseph/

http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/peter-joseph-is-charles-robinson

http://web.archive.org/web/20110901121154/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/02/10/who-is-peter-joseph/
http://web.archive.org/web/20110901121154/http://conspiracyscience.com/forums/topic/peter-joseph-is-charles-robinson
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Share this:

Like this: 2 bloggers like this post.

http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/02/16/who-is-peter-joseph-part-2/

http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/08/10/who-is-peter-joseph-part-3-charles-robinson/

Other parts to this video can be watched here:

Part 1
http://www.tudou.com/v/GVQro3FwsTQ/v.swf

Part 2:

http://www.tudou.com/v/3uEMT6713dg/v.swf

Part 3
http://www.tudou.com/v/UkldK0RPLHQ/v.swf

Part 4
http://www.tudou.com/v/uGTKz4jJRY0/v.swf

~ by anticultist on August 10, 2010.
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1. It’s a wrap folks!

“You fucked up good and proper peter, you really fucked up. Thought you were getting away with it and had covered all the angles, if it wasnt
for those pesky anonymous kids !”

LoL

 BranManFloMore said this on August 10, 2010 at 3:23 pm | Reply

2. Well hopefully anyone with any genuine intetions isnt going to waste their time with or joining TVP/TZM anymore.C’mon with

me,Prom,BranMan and the rest of us ad lets show on the road.
PS.Peter your a sad.So very very sad

 Shane Nolan said this on August 10, 2010 at 9:15 pm | Reply

3. I’m awaiting for Peter Merola to hire an actor or use a voice modify and pretend it’s Charles Robinson, it’s a bit to late Pete your full of shit con
artist…

 Billll said this on August 11, 2010 at 3:21 am | Reply

4. Poor Peter haha

The argument for part 3 is weak though. Their are standard practices in film making and standard software effects. I’m a film student if that
counts for anything.

The judgment of the editing and effects is very dubious.

 Nate D. said this on August 11, 2010 at 11:01 am | Reply

*there

 Nate D. said this on August 11, 2010 at 11:01 am | Reply
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I disagree because part 3 is also derived from part 2 which shows the timeline this occurred. It is damage control and there is no reason
to assume that any external person to peter who is not vested emotionally in his appearance would rush out a documentary to create a

damage control piece.

It is my opinion not only did Peter ask him to rush it out, or rushed it out himself but that it was out of personal defense of the article that
came out in part 1.

Also all the websites and legislative procedures that are in effect for these videos are based in the USA, for a student based in the UK
this seems to be highly dubious, therefore it is my opinion that Peter not only had a hand in producing, directing, filming, editing the piece

he also had a hand in its release schedule, promotion and placement online.

To me it is simple damage control by Peter.

Yet he refuses to accept any participation in this or accept that he was responsible in rushing it out quickly and gives the name ‘Charles
Robinson’ as the sole maker.

Also Charles Robinson has stated they were waiting weeks to recieve some screen grabs, yet anyone with a little computer knowledge
knows how to take screen grabs. We are expected to believe a person who is a purported media student who made a website, filmed a
movie, edited a movie and all other manner of technical feats had the inability to get screen grabs ?

Unlikely.

 anticultist said this on August 11, 2010 at 3:42 pm | Reply

I’m not denying the evidence. I was only saying the speculation over the editing/transitional effects is not a good argument so I
don’t accept most of part three as evidence. However, the other evidence does loom over the likelihood of the accusation against
Peter. Your probably right. Damage control.

 Nate D. said this on August 12, 2010 at 9:36 am

I just saw a video showing that it probably was not peter who made it, but he certainly helped in it and I still claim damage control
since the guy in it states he rushed it out because of the article Intially done in part 1.
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I will maybe remove this blog post shortly or edit its original claims out to be intellectually honest as it appears it may have been
based on faulty claims and an incorrect conclusion.

 anticultist said this on August 12, 2010 at 12:30 pm

5. The video was already uploaded today and it kinda shows how this article jumps to conclusions. Also in case you wanna check out the
comments, I have been engaging Anon15AllofUs, whom of which has back peddled and made two contradictory statements:

We’re not Bill, we don’t understand why you are so obsessed with him. Seems odd if you ask us. Same room, same clothes and
some random guy Peter grabbed to make the video to do more damage control. Didn’t do much. This 3 minute video didn’t even

scratch the surface of what we covered about how fake this interview was and this whole thing period.

Then in the next comment he states that:

So, us saying he hired a guy to do the voice-over is somehow back peddling? Your debate tactics are pretty sad. And of course,
the guy doesn’t show his face which still makes things look weird. The video is a fail and there’s no dishonesty coming from us.
The rating just got disabled and comments from the ANON13 channel got deleted. You guys just crack us up.
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Of course this shows how self contradictory he is, also he apparently has no proof of this or any kind of screen cap that might have been made.
All he has is an assertion.

So let us recap on this shall we? Anon apparently thinks that PJ just made the video himself without anyone actually doing an interview. Then
when shown to be wrong, he back peddles and contradicts himself two times.

I’m expecting this comment to get deleted in some form or fashion so to take measure I am going to screen cap it, if it gets removed you can
definitely be guaranteed that I will plaster it all over the internet.

 zeitgeistresponds said this on August 12, 2010 at 6:58 am | Reply

@Voice of Treason

Thats because there are more than one person, I have emails from them showing numerous different IP’s from all over the globe. All the

accusations about them being one person are incorrect and laughable. Now you are finally beginning to notice that theres a group of them
making those videos and posting the replies.

I have no reason to delete the post as I have no emotional attachment to anonymous or the video, so why you are whining about deleting

your post and plastering it all over the internet is pretty lame. So there you go you have had your say, and its been approved on the blog.
All I might do from this is edit the initial post of its faulty conclusion and claims made, but the video still proves it was damage control

made by Charles Robinson for my initial blog post in the whoispeterjoseph series, it even says it in the video itself. So at least we can
clear that one up.

 anticultist said this on August 12, 2010 at 12:28 pm | Reply

I don’t understand what the significance is of it being damage control? Congratulations I guess? You got Peter to respond to you?

 Nate D. said this on August 14, 2010 at 5:44 am

No it shows how he rushed a documentary out to try and stop people reviewing the real information about him that was presented

here, they even titled it the same name as the blog, it shows how willing he is to lie about it being a preventative traffic diverter from
the blog . He initially tried to make out like it was just coincidentally put out online and wasnt planned that way, but theyve since

finally said it was because peter was being ‘attacked’…which is Bullshit.
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I put out a blog that pieced together a load of information into one post that was online already and had been posted by Jim

Lippard and other people on various blogs and forums. Then they all criminalised me as if I was the anti christ and responsible for

Peters safety, I cant help it that thousands of people read my blog. I cant help it if everyone wants to know who he is. So they
villified me as if I was putting his life in danger and thats just fucking retarded.

There are numerous people in ths world who speak out more than he ever has about religion and conspiracies and they get along
just fine, they are scapegoating me for all kinds of bullshit, thats why I call it damage control and yes it is a victory for me if I can

upturn their applecart because they’ve turned me into some monster that I am not, so I am happy to pretend to play the role and

upset their little fantasy if thats what they want to believe about me.

 anticultist said this on August 14, 2010 at 1:17 pm

6. Looks like Peter took down the videos. Here are the videos uploaded to another site feel free to embed them to this blog anticultist.

1

http://www.tudou.com/v/GVQro3FwsTQ/v.swf

2

http://www.tudou.com/v/3uEMT6713dg/v.swf

3
http://www.tudou.com/v/UkldK0RPLHQ/v.swf

4
http://www.tudou.com/v/uGTKz4jJRY0/v.swf

 nickname said this on August 14, 2010 at 6:31 pm | Reply

cool i will get them up in the OP

 anticultist said this on August 14, 2010 at 6:47 pm | Reply

7. [...] Here you said this person or group contradicted themselves twice: http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/08/10/who-is-peter-joseph-part-

3-charles-robinson/#comment-150... [...]
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 More Harassment Of Peter? « Officially RBOSE's Blog said this on August 14, 2010 at 8:03 pm | Reply

8. ” This video is no longer available due to a copyright claim by charles robinson. ”

LoL, how sad is this:D

Does anyone have better links then tudou.com about videos mentioned inpart-3 etc..? Or any other related video material?
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